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Abstract. A fundamental assumption of improvement in Business Process Management (BPM) is that redesigns deliver refined and improved
versions of business processes. These improvements can be validated online through sequential experiment techniques like AB Testing, as we
have shown in earlier work. Such approaches have the inherent risk of
exposing customers to an inferior process version during the early stages
of the test. This risk can be managed by offline techniques like simulation. However, offline techniques do not validate the improvements
because there is no user interaction with the new versions. In this paper,
we propose a middle ground through shadow testing, which avoids the
downsides of simulation and direct execution. In this approach, a new
version is deployed and executed alongside the current version, but in
such a way that the new version is hidden from the customers and process workers. Copies of user requests are partially simulated and partially
executed by the new version as if it were running in the production. We
present an architecture, algorithm, and implementation of the approach,
which isolates new versions from production, facilitates fair comparison,
and manages the overhead of running shadow tests. We demonstrate the
efficacy of our technique by evaluating the executions of synthetic and
realistic process redesigns.
Keywords: Shadow Testing, Business Process Management, DevOps,
Live Testing

1

Introduction

Business process improvement ideas often do not lead to actual improvements.
Works on business improvement ideas found that only a third of the ideas observed had a positive impact [11,14,13]. If improvements can only be achieved in
a fraction of the cases, there is a need to rapidly validate the assumed benefits.
Simulation and AB testing techniques for business processes provide incremental validation support [18,20]. A new process version can be simulated using
historical data from the old version. If the performance projections from the
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simulation are satisfactory, the two versions can be deployed simultaneously on
their production system such that each version receives a portion of customer
requests. This method of simultaneous live-testing in production, called AB testing, is a method from DevOps [2], and compares two versions (A and B) in a fair
manner. The speculative projections from the simulation are validated through
performance data from the production system. This approach treats off-line simulation as a sanity-check before deployment of the new version, which reduces
the risk of deploying versions with problems that can be anticipated beforehand.
Nevertheless, the risk of exposing a significant number of customers to a bad
version during the early stages of AB testing still remains. In addition, with
these techniques, the performance of the two versions can only be compared on
a collective level. There is no one-to-one mapping between process instances of
two versions: each instance is executed on either version A or B.
In this paper, we propose a middle ground between simulation and AB testing with the idea of shadow testing. A new version of a process is deployed
alongside the current version in the production system, but it is hidden from the
customers and the process workers. A copy of user requests on the current version is forwarded to this hidden shadow version. When a process instance of the
current version runs to completion, a corresponding shadow version in instantiated in shadow mode. This shadow process instance is partially executed as if it
were the current version, and partially simulated with the execution information
obtained from the completed process instance. This approach allows us to take
a particular customer request as a reference and observe the performance and
behaviour differences between the corresponding instances of the current version
and the new version. We implemented and evaluated the approach.
The remainder of this paper starts with a discussion of the requirements and
related work in Section 2. Section 3 describes our approach to the requirements
and the design trade-offs. In Section 4, we discuss the implementation architecture and the details of shadow test execution. We evaluate our approach in
Section 5, discuss the strengths and weaknesses in Section 6, and draw conclusions in Section 7.

2

Background

There are essentially two broad approaches to process improvement in business process management. First, business process re-engineering (BPR) offers
a methodology for redesigning processes from a clean slate [10,5]. Second, approaches to business process improvement take a more cautious and incremental
method [12]. The BPM lifecycle integrates process improvement into a continuous management approach [7]. This lifecycle puts a strong emphasis on modelling
and analysis before engaging with redesign, and also assumes that processes
models are incrementally improved. Using these approaches, the old version of
a process is replaced by a new version in the production system.
The AB-BPM [20] methodology provides an extended BPM lifecycle that facilitates rapid validation of improvement assumptions without needing to replace
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Fig. 1: Two versions of student matriculation process model: P1 (as-is) and P2
(to-be). Adapted from [8].

the old version. To date, this is the only approach that supports the idea of using
the principles of DevOps [2] to address this need for business processes. Rapid
validation builds on the existence of a newly redesigned process versions, which
are typically modelled using the BPMN notation. Figure 1 shows as example of
an as-is version of process and a redesigned to-be version of a student matriculation process originating from a case study in the literature [8]. In AB-BPM,
such versions are progressively validated by simulation and AB testing.
In the following, we describe the problems with the AB-BPM methodology,
derive key requirements for an improved solution, and describe the related work.

2.1

Problem Description and Requirements

Customer preferences are difficult to anticipate before deployment and there is a
need to carefully test improvement hypotheses in practice [14]. If an improvement
hypothesis has to be validated through user interaction, the new versions have
to be exposed to the users. However, exposing inferior versions to the user can
have an adverse effect on the business. We call this problem risk of exposure.
In AB testing, the risk of exposure can be reduced by gradually allocating
more user requests to a better version during the tests [18,20,19]. However, this
risk is not completely eliminated.
A better solution should eliminate this risk completely while still providing
support for validating process improvements. Based on the above analysis, such
a system should satisfy the following requirements:
R1 Fair Comparison: The system should compare execution of process versions under similar circumstances and reduce bias that may result from the
execution environment and the behaviour of process workers.
R2 Minimal Impact from Overhead: The process version under test should
have minimal impact on the performance of the production version.
R3 Isolation: The process version under test should not be visible to users,
and should not change the process in the production system.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of process improvement approaches. Process versions shown
in white are executed in production, and those shown in colour are executed in
test environments.

One way to eliminate this risk of exposure is by a form of live testing known
as shadow testing. This approach is commonly used to observe functional issues
that were undetected in earlier testing phases, and non-functional properties that
can be known only after deployment. A copy of a request from the production
system is forwarded to a shadow version, which runs in the background.
Our research adopts this idea of shadow testing for validating the improvement assumption inherent in new versions of a business process. Following the
discussion of related work below, we devise dedicated architecture and execution
techniques that addresses requirements R1-R3.
2.2

Related Work

We start this section with discussion on existing works on business process simulation, AB testing, and shadow testing in general. Then, we compare these
techniques from a lifecyle perspective. Finally, we describe the gaps in shadow
testing literature and how we address that gap.
Process simulation techniques can be useful for analyzing process redesigns.
Advanced simulation techniques can extract knowledge from the historical logs
of a process and predict performance of new versions [1,17,16,20]. These off-line
techniques make many assumptions about process execution, and do not execute
the code associated with activities. Therefore, the results of such techniques are
not always reliable.
AB testing is a live testing approach that overcomes this limitation of simulation. Typically, a pool of user are selected for test, and their requests are evenly
allocated to the two deployed versions (A and B ) [2,4,14]. The risk of exposure
in AB testing can be reduced by gradually allocating more users to the version
that is estimated to best serve them as the test progresses [19].
Another form of live testing is shadow (or dark ) testing. A copy of a request
from the production system is forwarded to a hidden shadow version. Such tests
are typically executed for a shorter duration than AB tests because these tests
are not dependent on getting statistically significant user behaviour data [21].
Shadow testing can also be found in the area of aircraft operation control where
a shadow version collects real time data and performs simulations [6].
Referring to the as-is version of a process as A and the to-be version as B,
Fig. 2 illustrates how user requests for process instantiation are allocated to the
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two versions. In the traditional approach, all requests are allocated to version
A and then to version B when the version A is phased out. In simulation, all
requests are allocated to version A. After the execution of some process instances,
the logs of version A are used offline to estimate the performance of version B.
In shadow testing, a single user request instantiates both the version A, which
serves the user, and version B, which runs in the shadow. Finally, in AB testing,
requests are dynamically routed to the two versions which run in production.
The practice and effects of shadow testing for non-functional testing of web
applications are documented in surveys and industry reports [9,21]. However,
there is a lack of scientific literature on dedicated architectures and techniques.
Furthermore, shadow testing has not been adopted in business process management. This paper adds to this body of knowledge by providing an architecture
design and execution mechanism for shadow tests for business processes.

3

Solution Approach

In this section, we analyse how two process versions can differ and classify these
differences. We then discuss how to address the requirements, and the encountered challenges and trade-offs.
3.1

Classification of processes, changes, and activities

We need two process versions to execute shadow tests: the customer facing production version and a new shadow version. In order to understand the scope of
shadow tests, we classify the types of changes between the versions as follows:
(i) process model, (ii) back-end implementation, and (iii) user interface. Validation of user interface changes requires customer exposure. So, shadow tests
are targeted towards the other two types of changes.
Processes models are composed of elements such as activities, gateways, and
sequence flows. We classify these activities in three categories: (i) automatic
tasks, (ii) user tasks, and (iii) manual tasks. They respectively represent fully
automated, semi-automated, and unautomated activities. Service, script, send,
receive, and business-rule tasks from the BPMN standard [7] belong to the first
category. The difference between user and manual task is that manual tasks
are performed without the aid of the process engine, according to definitions
in the BPMN standard 4 . Therefore, we limit our scope to user tasks. Tasks
from the shadow version can be further classified into two types: tasks that
are shared between the two process models, henceforth common tasks, and new
tasks introduced in the shadow version.
3.2

Conceptual Design

To facilitate fair comparison (R1), it is desirable to gather data from the full execution of process instances of the new version. However, this is at odds with our
4

BPMN 2.0 Specification, http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/PDF/, Retrieved 2507-2018
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requirement for minimizing overhead (R2). If we instantiate the shadow version
for each instance of the production version using the concept of shadow testing,
we double the total work because the activities are enacted twice. Scheduled
tasks, especially user tasks, require the involvement of valuable resources (machines and workers). This inevitably affects the performance of the production
version. Furthermore, executing the same task twice for the same inputs can
confuse the process workers.
As a compromise, we can instantiate the shadow version for every instance
of the production version, but only partially execute the shadow instances. The
executable parts of shadow version should run in isolation (R3), separate from
the production version. We can execute new tasks in the shadow version, and
estimate common tasks by copying information from the corresponding instance
from production. This eliminates the problem of double execution but introduces
a degree of speculation.
Partial execution can be ineffective for reducing overhead in scenarios where
shadow versions have many new tasks. Execution of these new tasks inevitably
affects the performance of the the production version. In such cases, we can
reduce the amount of work related to the shadow version. One way to do this is
to instantiate the shadow version when the production workload is low. However,
this approach inhibits fair comparison because the production and the shadow
instances may not execute under similar circumstances. Another approach is to
instantiate the shadow version only when the load is expected to be low. Creating
less instances of the shadow version in this way reduces the need to execute new
tasks. However, this deviates from the concept of shadow testing where one
shadow instance is created for every production instance thus establishing a
one-to-one mapping between them.
To find a balance between fair comparison through one-to-one mapping and
overhead reduction, we create a coupling between the rate of shadow version
instantiation with the performance degradation. When the observed performance
degradation is below a user defined threshold, we instantiate the shadow version
for every instance of the production version. We reduce the instantiation rate
when the degradation is above the given threshold, and increase the instantiation
rate when the degradation is below the threshold.
One can consider the shadow process instance executions as experiments.
Knowing that a certain task is being executed solely for the experiment may
prompt the process workers to perform their work differently to influence the
outcome. Therefore, another way in which we strive for fairness (R1) is by hiding
the experiment. We propose a unified user interface that aggregates scheduled
tasks from both versions and hides the internals of the experimentation platform.
The limitation of this design choice is that user interface changes cannot be
evaluated in the shadow mode. Such changes could be evaluated through separate
AB tests for the user interface changes.
Operations on the test environment should be safe, i.e., tasks in shadow process instances should not override data in the production system and external
services. The design choice of avoiding double scheduling puts isolation (R3) at
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odds with fairness (R1) and overhead management (R2). Consider the example
of using a global budget stored in the application database, where a new budget drawing task in the shadow version is followed by a common task. In this
example, the common task and every other task that follows afterwards have to
be executed so that the effect of this new budget drawing task is reflected on
the execution of the instance of the shadow version. This is only possible if we
execute the common tasks, which introduces the problem of double execution.
We devise a solution that lets the shadow version independently interact
with a separate test database. We can manage test database in three ways: by
synchronizing with production database, by keeping it un-synchronized, or by
replacing it with snapshots of production during the tests. If we synchronize or
overwrite with snapshots, we cannot see the impact of shadow version at the data
level. If we don’t synchronize, we cannot see the true impact because common
tasks are not executed. Therefore, we chose the option of not synchronizing.

4

Conceptual Solution and Architecture

In this section, we present the conceptual solution by first describing the modular
architecture we adopted. Then we discuss how the modules operate internally
and how they interact.
4.1

Architecture

We propose a layered architecture which uses a single process engine to execute
the production and shadow versions. The architecture is divided into four layers:
the User Interface, the BPMS Layer, the Service Layer, and the Persistence
Layer. Figure 3 shows the modular architecture diagram. The components shown
in colour facilitate shadow testing.
The BPMS Layer is responsible for instantiating, executing, and estimating
process instances. The shadow version and the production version are deployed
alongside each other. The Process Engine enacts process instances and manages
their state. The Execution Controller determines when the shadow version can
be instantiated, and how tasks can be executed. User tasks are allocated to
process workers. Automatic tasks are delegated to the Service Layer. If a task
in the shadow version can be estimated, the Execution Controller delegates the
task to the Estimator instead. The Estimator mimics the execution of the task
and estimates its performance.
The Service Layer is responsible for executing automatic tasks. These tasks
are implemented as services. Common Services and New Services are implementations of common and new tasks respectively. External Services represent third
party services. Test Doubles are services that replace other services for testing
purposes. These services are exposed to the BPMS Layer through a Service API.
The Persistence Layer handles database operations. The Application Database
hosts the application data. The BPMS Database hosts the configuration, the
process instance mapping, and the execution data for both versions. The Test
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Fig. 3: Modular architecture for shadow testing. Components shown in colour
facilitate shadow testing.

Database is a copy of the Application Database. The Test Fixture is a database
loaded with a known set of data used specifically to make tests repeatable. These
databases are exposed through a Persistence API.
A unified user interface hides the presence of two process versions. Process
version and configuration information are passed down to the Service Layer and
the Persistence Layer during the execution of process instances. Based on this
information, these layers decide which services and data operations should be
invoked. Test Doubles, Test Database, and Test Fixture are optional. However,
either a Test Database or a Test Fixture is required for the execution of shadow
versions that contain new automatic tasks.
4.2

Process Instance Execution

The shadow version is instantiated after the completion of an instance of the
production version. A one-to-one mapping is created between these two instances
so that they can be executed similarly and then compared after the experiment.
We can execute an instance of shadow version by progressively copying over
the execution data of its corresponding instance of production version. We capture this data in the form of snapshots. A snapshot is composed of the task name,
the start and end timestamps of the task, other metrics such as cost, and the
values of all process variables at the time of completion of the task. A snapshot
is created when a task in a process instance of the production version runs to
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completion. These snapshots are stored in the BPMS database, and retrieved
during execution of corresponding shadow instances for estimation.
Consider the case of tasks reordering shown in Fig. 4 for versions V1 to
V2 . Execution sequences for V1 begin with Old “ xA, B, Cy. Snapshots are created at the completion of tasks A, B, and C. The shadow version begins with
New “ xB, A, Cy. We can estimate B by copying over snapshot data from Old
even though the trace does not conform with V2 . Since the same tasks are in
different order, we cannot copy over raw timestamps from the snapshot. Instead,
we aggregate the timestamps into duration and waiting time metric and make
an estimate of execution times of these tasks.
Since we avoid executing common tasks and copy over aggregated information from snapshots, shadow process instances do not need to be executed
concurrently with their corresponding process instances.

D
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Fig. 4: Original process model version V1
and redesigned versions V2 - V5 .

(e) V5

Adjusting task estimates using redesign information. When the shadow
version is deployed in production, common tasks may run differently than those
in the old production version. These differences cannot be captured by copying
over snapshots. Therefore, we allow analysts to adjust estimates available in
the snapshots through user defined functions. These user defined functions are
executed by the Estimator.
Information on redesigns can be used in making better estimates of duration
and waiting times of tasks. Consider some redesigns chosen from known best
practices [15,7] illustrated in Fig. 4. In the example of parallelisation, from V1 to
V4 , the redesign may make a process instance faster, but it can consume more
resources in the given time-frame. Analysts can make explicit assumptions about
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how duration and waiting times of the parallelised tasks are affected and provide
a function that adjusts the values retrieved from snapshots.
Managing performance overhead. In the presence of numerous new tasks,
the execution of shadow process instances can slow down the production instances, because those new tasks have to be enacted. We approach this challenge by reducing the rate at which the shadow versions are instantiated. We
instantiate shadow versions only when there is evidence that doing so does not
degrade the quality of instances in production. Our method to adjust the rate
of instantiation was inspired by the congestion control algorithm of TCP/IP [3]:
its Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) algorithm exponentially
decreases the instantiation rate when performance degradation is observed, and
linearly increases the instantiation rate when performance is acceptable.
Before we define performance degradation, we need to observe the baseline
performance of the production version. Let s P Z` be the number of process
instances that need to be observed for this purpose. The base measure is the
average duration of these s instances, µ1,s P p0, `8q Ă R. Let θ P p1, `8q Ă R
be the threshold for acceptable degradation, in form of a factor. The acceptable
average duration of production version instances during the test is thus θ ˆ µ1,s .
Let n be the count of current user requests. We observe the average duration
of the production version instances in a window of w P Z` requests and calculate
the mean µn´w`1,n . Let a P Z` Y t0u and b P p0, 1q Ď R be the user-defined
additive increase and multiplicative factor respectively. The shadow process instantiation rate ipnq P p0, 1q Ď R for user request number n is adjusted using
the base measures and above parameters as shown in Eq. (1).
$
’
ipnq ` a if µn´w`1,n ă θ ˆ µ1,s
’
’
a ą“ 0,
&
ipnq
ˆ
b
if
µ
ą“
θ
ˆ
µ
n´w`1,n
1,s
where 0 ă b ă 1, and
(1)
ipnq “
’
’
1
if
ipnq
`
a
ą
1
θą1
’
%
and µn´w`1,n ă θ ˆ µ1,s
Task Execution. The layered architecture and configuration information dictate how and where a task is executed. Figure 5 summarizes how these layers
decide the way of handling tasks.
Tasks created by a production process instance are executed as per the norm.
Automatic tasks are invoked; user tasks are scheduled. Execution and application
data are written to the corresponding databases. Tasks created by instances of
a shadow version can only be executed if either the Test Fixtures or the Test
Database is available. This is essential for providing isolation (R3) because test
data can be read from but should not be written to the production database.
Test Doubles can be executed in place of automatic tasks if they are available.
New user tasks are always scheduled.
Common user tasks can be executed as if they were new tasks, if they do not
have a side-effect to the business. The tasks have to be marked as such, and it is
up-to the analyst to determine what constitutes a side-effect. For example, a task
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that requires workers to make phone calls to a third party may be said to have a
side-effect. Common automatic tasks are treated as new tasks and executed by
default. However, these tasks can also be configured to be estimated.
Consider the example of student matriculation process versions shown in
Fig. 1 where we execute P1 in production and P2 in shadow. Assume that we
provide a Test Database and say that user tasks do not produce side-effects.
Using the decision tree in Fig. 5, we see that all tasks in P1 will be executed
in the same way as if P1 was the only version that was deployed. For P2 , only
the tasks with new labels (e.g. “Reject Matriculation”) will be executed. The
implementation of these tasks will write data to the configured Test Database.
Tasks that are available in P1 but not in P2 (e.g. “Prepare Ex-Matriculation
Documents”) do not need to be executed in the shadow version.

4.3

Non-compliant Shadow Instances

Some redesigns can impede process instances of the shadow version to complete.
This is an effect of our design choice of executing only new tasks in the shadow
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instance. In the redesign of the production process version V3 into shadow version V4 (see Fig. 4), task C is substituted with New C before an exclusive-choice
gateway. The outcome of these tasks dictates whether we perform task D or E
next. Consider a situation where the outcome of C in an instance of the production version and New C in the corresponding instance of the shadow version
differ, leading to different choice of the next activity. From this point onward,
the shadow version V4 cannot be executed because the snapshot for the next
task is not available. Since the execution path is determined by the outcome of
the previous task, such cases can only be resolved at runtime.
When activities in instances of the shadow version are executed in a different
order than those in the production version, some process variables can be overwritten. Consider the example of redesign of the production version V1 into the
shadow version V2 in Fig. 4, where the re-ordering of tasks A and B takes place.
Process variables after the completion of tasks from V1 would then be copied
over in the reverse order using snapshots. Therefore, it is possible for task A in
the shadow version to undo the changes to process variables made by the task
B. If process variables are overwritten, then new tasks that are to be executed
in the shadow instance may produce different results. This can also lead to the
non-compliance. issue describe above.
If the proportion of such incomplete cases exceeds a pre-defined threshold,
we stop instantiating the shadow version. This ensures that we do not waste
resource on fruitless executions in the future.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our approach using two sets of redesigned process
models: the five versions created by using redesign strategies, as shown in Fig. 4,
and the two versions of the realistic process models in Fig. 1. Using synthetic
data, we first investigate how the instantiation rate of a shadow version changes
in response to varying production load. Then we test if shadow tests can accurately estimate the performance of new versions in terms of execution time, by
comparing the estimated execution time from shadow testing to the execution
time of the same version when it is deployed in production. For this purpose, we
use both the synthetic and realistic models (Sec. 5.2 and Sec. 5.3 respectively).
Finally, we compare simulation and shadow tests qualitatively.
Experiment setup. We have designed our shadow testing experiments in such
a way that there is one (emulated) process worker who can only work on one
task at a given time. Upon creation of a user task, the task is placed on a
First-In-First-Out (FIFO) task queue. The process worker completes items in
the queue. We implemented the shadow testing architecture and emulated the
process worker on the Java Virtual Machine with Activiti BPMS and PostgreSQL
database. We executed the experiments on a Ubuntu 16.04 machine with 8GB
RAM and Intel Core i7-6700 CPU at 3.4GHz.
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For the synthetic process models, we ex- Table 1: Waiting and execution
ecute the new version in shadow mode with times of activities in V1 - V5
V1 in production and estimate the execution
time of the instances of shadow version. We
Min. Wait
Execution
Time
Time
assume that V2 , . . . , V5 are the new versions Activity
designed to replace V1 . Table 1 shows the exA
1 sec
1 sec
ecution and waiting times for each task in the
B
1 sec
2 sec
five versions. For the realistic process models,
C
3 sec
2 sec
we execute the as-is version P1 in production,
D
5 sec
1 sec
estimate the execution time of instances of the
E
1 sec
5 sec
to-be version P2 , and then compare the results
F
2
sec
1 sec
with the execution time of P2 as deployed as
New
C
1
sec
3
sec
production. The shadow tests are performed
New
F
1 sec
2 sec
without resorting on user defined functions for
waiting-time and execution-time adjustment.
5.1

Adaptation to Production Load

In this section, we describe how we observed the impact of the shadow process instances on the performance of the execution environment running process
instances in production, thus assessing the effectiveness of the overhead management algorithm. In particular we execute V1 in production and V5 in shadow
mode with one process worker operating with both versions. Since V5 requires
the process worker to complete new tasks, executing a shadow instance slows
down the other concurrently active process instances.
We denote with l the number of process instances that are serving a request.
We start with the assumption that the workload on production is l “ 1. We set
5 requests as the bootstrap period during which only the production version is
instantiated. The average duration of these 5 instances is taken as the baseline.
We set up the overhead management strategy shown in Eq. (1) with arbitrarily
chosen parameters a “ 0.1, b “ 0.5, w “ 5, and θ “ 1.1. If the most recent 5
production instances slow down to 1.1 times the baseline, the shadow version
instantiation rate is halved. Otherwise, the rate is increased by 0.1. With this
setup, we execute the shadow tests, and intermittently increase the load to test
how an increase in the load affects the shadow version instantiation rate ipnq.
Figure 6 shows the performance of the production instances under various
workloads. It also shows the number of shadow processes instantiated at diverse
workloads, and how instantiation rate is adjusted in response to performance
degradation. We observe that the shadow version is instantiated less often when
the load is high. This is reflected in how the cumulative number of shadow instances change over time. For instance, when the workload increases to l “ 2
after 10 requests, the execution time of instances surpasses the threshold. As a
response to this degradation, the instantiation rate drops by half to 0.5. As a
result, the shadow version is instantiated probabilistically and the cumulative
shadow instances does not increase linearly as before. We choose the average ex-
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Workload (l)

ecution time in window w “ 5 for detecting overhead. Therefore, the adjustment
in instantiation rate lags the first observation of overhead.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of performance of production version V1 and instantiation
rate of shadow version V5 .

5.2

Accuracy of Estimated Execution Time – Synthetic Processes

In this section, we describe our observation on the accuracy of estimates of
execution time from shadow tests. Figure 7 shows the differences between the
performance of V1 in production and the respective shadow version. We observe
the average performance of for 50 instances of each version. In the case of V1 vs
V2 , the result of the shadow test is accurate because the waiting time and the
execution time of the re-ordered tasks are the same. In the case of V1 vs. V3 , V3
is faster than estimated because the waiting time between the parallelised tasks
is reduced. Since all tasks can be estimated, the waiting time and the execution
time are copied over using snapshots. We do not use user defined functions for
adjustment of waiting times. This effect of reduction of waiting time can also be
seen in V4 and V5 .
V4 and V5 replace task C with New C. We have implemented these tasks
in such a way that task C determines that the branches through D and E are
traversed equally at random, whereas New C determines D to be enacted in
60% of the cases and E in 40%. Because of these implementation differences, the
corresponding instances between production and shadow versions do not always
take the same path. Figure 7 shows the estimates of the shadow instances that
matched the same path as their corresponding production instances. It also shows
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Table 2: Waiting time execution time of activities in P1 and P2
Min. Wait Time

Execution Time

0
3 days
3 days
N pµ “ 1 day, σ 2 “ 12 q
N pµ “ 1 day, σ 2 “ 12 q

1 min
2 min
2 min
N pµ “ 60 min, σ 2 “ 52 q
N pµ “ 30 min, σ 2 “ 22 q

Activity
All automated tasks
Check Payments Received
Check Incoming Payments
Prepare Matriculation Documents
Prepare Ex-Matriculation Documents

how much of the estimate was comprised of the actual execution and how much
was based on the estimates from snapshots.

Exec. Time (s)

Executed (old)

20
15
10
5
0

Executed (shadow)

Estimated (shadow)

Executed (new)

match = 100 %

match = 100 %

match = 42 %

match = 48 %

V1 vs V2

V1 vs V3

V1 vs V4

V1 vs V5

Fig. 7: Performance of old version V1 in production, and new versions V2 - V5 in
production and shadow mode

5.3

Accuracy of Estimated Execution Time – Realistic Processes

We perform shadow tests on a student matriculation process from a German
university. This process requires eligible students to confirm their enrolment by
paying tuition fees. In this experiment, we aim to mitigate unintended bias from
using simpler synthetic versions, and to mimic realistic scenario by adding more
complexity. We add more complexity by treating processing times as distributions and introducing request context.
We have adopted the as-is and the to-be versions of these processes, depicted
in Fig. 1, based on a case study reported in the business process improvement
literature [8]. The goal of this redesign was to reduce the cycle time. In this
experiment, we use shadow testing to check if this goal can be achieved.
Since the execution details are not available, we implement the tasks such
that they follow the waiting and execution times shown in Table 2. We assume
that there are two types of requests: those from graduating students and those
from students who wish to continue their studies. For the purpose of illustration, we arbitrarily set the success rate of receiving payments from graduating
students to 75%, and from continuing students to 80%. We assume that each
request includes a student id. Requests raised during the process execution also
include the process generated id sent to the health insurance for report, the
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Execution Time (days)

matriculation document, the ex-matriculation document, and the resulting matriculation status. In our implementation, we generate unique identifiers and
random text to represent this information. We also use a process variable to test
whether payment was received. With this implementation, we can compare the
performance and resulting data from the production environment with those in
the shadow mode.
Figure 8 shows the results upon
10
the execution of 250 process instances
8
of P1 in production (old), P2 in
6
shadow mode during the shadow test
(shadow), and P2 in production as a
4
stand-alone version (new). It can be
2
observed that P2 is estimated to be
better for both types of students, and
Old Shadow New
Old Shadow New
that this estimation reflects real perContinuing
Graduating
formance. We remark that in the Application Database, we could not see Fig. 8: Comparison of performance of P1
any data related to P2 during shadow and P2 in two contexts
tests as per the design. In the Test Database, the data about the ex-matriculation
is not created because this activity is not available in P2 .
5.4

Qualitative Comparison with Simulation – Realistic Processes

In this scenario, the simulation approach from AB-BPM [20] would fail to produce accurate results. To simulate P2 , trace simulation techniques requires the
following inputs from the analyst: (i) historical event logs of P1 , (ii) the default
value for the process variable that indicates whether payment was received in
P2 , and (iii) estimates for duration of new activities, e.g., “Reject Matriculation”.
In shadow testing we do not require these inputs because the implementation of
P 2 is available. In trace simulation, we cannot rely on the event log of P1 after
the completion of the “Check Incoming Payments” activity in P2 . Therefore, the
simulation uses a predefined user-provided value dictating whether the payment
was received or not, to choose the next activity after the exclusive-or gateway.
The trace simulation approach of AB-BPM is unaware of request contexts and
implementation details. For every context (graduating or continuing students), a
separate simulation using filtered logs should be run. During the simulation, potential implementation bugs regarding data storage cannot be discovered because
the new version is not actually executed. For instance, if the implementation of
the “Create Student File” task in P2 depends on an ex-matriculation document
created for failed payments, the shadow instances would raise an exception (notice that the dedicated activity is missing in P2 ).

6

Discussion

We instantiate the shadow version only when the load is manageable. By design,
this approach cannot be used to evaluate shadow versions under high load. If new
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versions are designed to handle high load, AB testing can be used instead. Our
approach instantiates a shadow version after the completion of an instance in
the production. This simplifies the execution because we do not have to synchronize the two instances. For fairness, we have to ensure that the corresponding
instances execute under similar external conditions.
In this paper, our focus was on architecture design and test execution. We
assumed a simplistic approach of resolving data dependencies. Data consistency
for general cases was out of scope for this work, and requires further research.
In our evaluation, we adopted process models from the redesign literature and
implemented them. We cannot use real world log data because of their complexity
and lack of implemented code behind the activities. To mitigate the unintended
bias from using synthetic redesigns, we also evaluated our approach using a
redesign from a case study. Since we propose a new architecture and execution
mechanism, we could not find industry implementations for evaluation.

7

Conclusion

Business process improvement ideas do not necessarily yield actual improvements. Simulation and AB testing techniques can be utilized for validating process improvements. However, the results of simulation are speculative and AB
tests introduce risk of exposure. In this paper, we propose a shadow testing
approach that provides a middle ground between these techniques.
A new version of a process is deployed alongside the current version in such a
way that the new version is hidden from the customers and the process workers.
User requests that instantiate the current version are also forwarded to the new
version. If the performance overhead falls under a user defined threshold, the new
version is instantiated. Process instances of the new version are partially executed
and partially estimated by copying over snapshots from executing the current
version. This way of shadow testing facilitates fair comparison between the two
versions, isolates the new version, and limits the overhead of running tests. Using
synthetic and realistic process redesigns, we demonstrate that shadow testing
provides accurate performance estimates of new versions.
In future work, we plan to include shadow testing as a step in the AB-BPM
methodology, and run case studies where we compare the costs and benefits of
the methodology as a whole.
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